ii4         THE BAGHDAD AIR MAIL
it cleared at Hinaidi about eight o'clock, it was quite
thick at Ramadi. It was pretty misty on the way out
to Ramadi, and after passing the ruined tower at Aqqar
Kuf I wandered a bit too much to the north, but saw the
branch of the Tigris and kept* south of it. Attwood
was returning from Ramadi on J 6872, and said he saw
me, but I never saw him. I then cut across to Fellujah
and came out into rather clearer weather. I landed
with rather a bounce at Ramadi. The engine on the
wings makes the Vernon rather dud to fly, especially
on turns. She tends to skid outward a great deal. I
did not have any drift on, so I did not hurt the under-
carriage. Louis Paget was there waiting for me; he was
to come on to L.G. V with me and give me petrol to
carry on with, because I could take so little due to the
weight of the engine and tackle.
Ramadi to L.G. V. I flew on after having a quick
tiffin and a refuel at Ramadi, with Louis on "Vampire/'
He flew behind me on my port wing tip. The clouds
were fairly low, and as the desert slowly rose up to
L.G. V, which is about 1,200 feet high, I had to fly
nearer and nearer the ground. It is an extraordinarily
desolate open plain between L.G. IV and L.G. V,
rising all the way; and we plugged slowly across it against
a rather strong, cold north-west wind. From L.G. I
to L.G. Ill the desert is much more red and orange,
with broken lighter bits, looking like lumps of limestone.
As you pass L.G. Ill it becomes flatter, darker and more
mole colour with mottled grey-green vegetation (at
this time of year) in curving lines, like an animal's skin.
Between L.G. II and L.G. Ill I could see the Euphrates
stretching far up to the north-west, and the sun was
catching buildings, perhaps 30 miles away. One patch

